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Welcome to 7 Hinaki Street Apartments
Welcome to your new apartment in 7 Hinaki Street. There are 75 apartments across 5 buildings. The purpose of this
introduction is to make the transition to living at 7 Hinaki Street as smooth and enjoyable as possible. For those that
have never lived in an apartment complex before, it is a little different to a free‐standing home. This manual includes
everything you need to know about how the buildings and your apartment operate.

1. BODY CORPORATE
Body Corporate Secretary
Auckland Body Corporate Ltd has been appointed as a corporate administrator for the Body Corporate for
7 Hinaki Street. Auckland Body Corporate specialises in managing the administration of Apartment Complexes.
Chris Newman will be your Body Corporate Manager and is responsible for all items relating to the administration of
the Body Corporate i.e. AGM minutes, financials, insurance.
Chris can be contacted at: chris@aucklandbodycorporate.co.nz
Jon Fisher heads up the daily operations of Building Management for the Body Corporate. Jon will be the first point of
contact for any general enquires/repairs that may come along from time to time and will manage the administration for
building management i.e. BWOF compliance, contractor management, residents enquires.
Jon can be contacted at buildingmanager@aucklandbodycorporate.co.nz | 021 581 612

Body Corporate Committee
This is a voluntary committee and is elected every year by the 7 Hinaki Street apartment owners at each Annual
General Meeting (AGM). The purpose of the committee is to manage the buildings, budget, tradesmen, contractors etc.
If 7 Hinaki Street was a company, the Body Corporate Committee would have a similar function to the board of
directors.
A chairman and committee members will be elected at the first meeting of the new Body Corporate and this will take
place within the first three months of it being established. You are welcome to nominate yourself or other 7 Hinaki
Street owners to be involved in the committee. Notice of this event will be sent to you from the BC Secretary (Auckland
Body Corporate) giving you plenty of time to participate.

Body Corporate Rules
A copy of the Body Corporate Rules can be found at the back of this manual. Please familiarise yourself with these as
they are in place to ensure the comfort of you and your neighbour.

2. FIRE SAFETY & EVACUATION
Smoke Detectors
Smoke detectors are installed in all apartments. These detectors generate a local alarm only to your apartment. They
are very sensitive. If you accidentally activate the alarm within your apartment (e.g. burn toast) you can de‐activate the
alarm by holding down the ‘silence alarm’ hush button until the alarm stops. It is located at your front door. You will
then have 5 minutes to clear the room of contaminants using the range hood and windows (but not the front door)
before the alarm rechecks for smoke. If there is still any smoke in the room then it will activate the local sounder in
your apartment again.
If you do set off the alarm by mistake due to burning toast please do not open your front door as this will allow the
smoke to travel to the corridor detectors which if triggered will automatically call the fire service.
Smoke detectors in the egress corridors and in the egress‐stairs generate a building wide alarm which will result in a
building evacuation.
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Manual Call Points (break glass type)
These are located on all levels of the lobbies. These are connected directly to the Fire Service and set off a building wide
alarm. If you hear this alarm you should exit the building and make your way to the Fire Assembly Point. This alarm
should only be used when there is a fire.
Emergency lighting
Emergency lighting is in place in common areas for use by the New Zealand Fire Service. These will operate temporarily
if there is a power loss on site and will help you to egress the building through escape routes.

Front Doors
The front doors on all apartments are fire doors. These are thicker than an average interior door and create a passive
fire safety system to delay the spread of fire through a building. They should therefore never be left wedged open.

Fire Assembly Point
The fire assembly points are as follows: Buildings A & B – For all occupants evacuating from the Tripoli Road entrances,
meet on the footpath outside adjacent buildings on Tripoli Road. For all occupants evacuating from the Village Green
facing entrances, meet on the Village Green Building C – On the Village Green. Buildings D & E – On the far side of the
car park, well clear of the driveway.

3. GENERAL INFORMATION

Homestar
Home Design Strategy
Your home has been designed and built to a 6 Homestar rating as assessed by the New Zealand Green Building
Council. This means that it has met certain criteria that minimise its energy demands and impact on the environment
both during construction and for the completed home. Features include passive solar design, insulation levels, natural
and mechanical ventilation systems, external shading devices, efficient heating devices and water saving features.
Energy
Your home has been designed with a range of energy saving features which is both good for the environment and your
budget. For summer, cooling shade elements over the balconies reduce solar gain, security stays are fitted to windows
so they can be left open, external walls are solid brick and block, windows and sliding doors are double glazed. Blinds
have been supplied and can be pulled down to limit solar gain to the interior spaces. Extract ventilation from
bathroom, laundry and kitchen is expelled to the outside. LED lighting adds little heat. For winter, the well‐insulated
walls and double‐glazing help hold heat in and there is a 2kW Serene Living panel wall heater with thermostat control.
Water
Toilet cisterns are dual flush 4.5/3L with 4 WEL Star Rating. Shower and tap fittings are 3 and 5 WELS Star Rating.
General
Within this manual you will find information on how to manage household waste including recycling, maintain your
home and details on warrantees, guarantees and manuals for your various appliances and fittings. Landscaping across
the development has been selected for low water use and minimising maintenance requirements. This task in common
property is managed by a landscape contractor appointed by the Body Corporate. Private courtyards to ground level
homes are the responsibility of the occupant. A hose tap fitting has been provided to each for ease of tending to
plants.

Insurance
You will need to have your own insurance policy, be it either a householders/landlord’s or tenant’s policy to cover your
fittings and contents. You should ensure this policy includes your legal liability within your apartment.

Your Address
Apartment number/7 Hinaki Street, Point England, Auckland 1072
Eg. G04/7A Hinaki Street

Public Transport
7 Hinaki Street is well serviced by public transport. Visit the AT website www.at.govt.nz for their journey planner.
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Noise
Please respect your fellow residents and control your noise level (and that of your guests) within your apartment and
the common areas. In the event of excessive noise by a neighbour, please initially raise the issue with your neighbour. If
you are not comfortable or there is no response, please contact the council authorities (Noise Control 09 301 0101) at
any time. Please note that excess noise issues are not the Body Corporate Secretary’s responsibility.

Pets
While the Body Corporate rules do not automatically permit residents to keep pets, residents can apply to the Body
Corporate Committee to gain a special permit to do so. The form is provided in the appendices to this document.

Smoking
All common areas are smoke‐free.

Residents Entry and Security
Each apartment is supplied with two (2) security fobs. For security reasons the building address
must not be marked on the fob. To enter the building, hold the remote against the reader outside
your lobby.
Each apartment is supplied with two copies of the front door key. The key system is a restricted
system; should you require additional copies of keys they must be arranged through the Body
Corporate Secretary.

Guest Access to Building
There is a keypad/guest intercom at the front door of each lobby.
To dial an apartment from the entry, select the correct apartment and press the bell symbol to ring
the intercom in the apartment.

Answering the call from inside the apartment:
You will hear a ringtone coming from the apartment intercom system. To answer
press the green telephone icon on the screen to speak to the person at the door to
confirm their identity.

Unlocking the main entry door from the apartment; after answering the intercom
call press the (No.1 unlock icon) top right of the screen.

To end the intercom call press the red phone icon.

To return to the home screen press the anti‐clockwise arrow icon or the home icon.
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There are many other features this intercom system can provide. To find out more please visit:
https://dahuasecurity.s3‐ap‐southeast‐1.amazonaws.com/uploads/soft/20200512/Modular‐VTO‐(VTO4202F‐P)_Quick‐
Start‐Guide_V1.0.1_20200229.pdf

Common Areas
7 Hinaki Street provides a central garden area for all the residents’ enjoyment. Please help maintain the appearance of
the gardens by not stepping on or over the planted garden areas.
The landscaping contractors have been engaged to maintain the gardens in common areas and will visit site twice a
month.
Please note: The ground level gardens within the apartment fences are the responsibility of the apartment owner.

Parking
Car Parks are the private property of each apartment owner and as a courtesy to other residents, it is important to
ensure that you park only in your designated car park. Please note: there is no guest parking on site.

Parcels and Mail
Your letterboxes are located on either the Northern or Southern façade of Block E. The letterboxes can either be locked
with the supplied key or left unlocked. Each letterbox will be supplied with two keys. You can get additional keys cut. If
you lose all your keys, you will need to replace the locking system. This can be purchased from the Body Corporate.

Rubbish and Recycling
Rubbish and recycling bins are in the bin enclosure opposite Block E. The collections are as follows:
Rubbish: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday
Recycle: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday & Sunday

Bike Racks
Bicycle storage racks are in the locked bike sheds. Owners are responsible for locking their bikes. You can access the
shed using your security fob.
Bikes must not be stored within apartment lobbies.

4. MAINTENANCE
Cleaning and Maintenance
As the apartment owner, you are responsible for the cleaning and maintenance of your apartment, including your
balcony or terrace.
This manual aims to provide a helpful guide on the cleaning and maintenance of your apartment, which can be carried
out safely and easily. Cleaning instructions can be found in chapter 8: CLEANING TIPS.
In all instances you should refer to the product manufacturers cleaning and maintenance guides.
Any work to be carried out where there is a potential fall risk, must be carried out by a qualified tradesperson in
accordance with all relevant legislation, codes and guidelines.
For your safety, as well as that of other residents and the public:







Consult the product manufacturer’s recommended cleaning and maintenance guide;
Untrained or unlicensed persons should not attempt to service or alter electrical, communications, water or
plumbing fixtures or services. Licensed tradespeople must always be used to complete these works;
Children should always be supervised particularly on balconies or external areas;
Do not stand on furniture to clean, service or repair any item. It is suggested that you use an approved work
platform suitable for the task;
Do not stand on a raised platform or object of any height on balconies adjacent to windows or stairs;
Do not lean out of windows or over balconies to clean, service or repair any item.
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Condensation in Apartments
Condensation may occur on cold surfaces if the internal air humidity of your apartment is too high. When humid air
meets a cold surface i.e. a window, vapour is extracted from the cooling air and forms condensation. Condensation can
cause water damage or mould if left unchecked. Room heaters, steam from cooking, washing dishes or clothes, steam
from bathrooms or drying damp clothes in a tumble dryer all increase air humidity within your apartment.
Condensation can be avoided if humid air is removed and replaced by drier air. This can be achieved by natural
ventilation, as per the following instructions:







Use the extract fans in the bathroom when showering.
It is compulsory to use a condensing dryer, and this will remove condensation from the laundry.
Always run the kitchen rangehood when cooking.
Simultaneous use of the bathroom exhaust fan with the kitchen rangehood may require additional fresh air to
run efficiently and prevent condensation, in which case open a window in the living room.
Open windows and doors throughout your apartment where available, weather permitting;
If cold weather prevents opening of windows and doors at night, use natural ventilation during the day to dry
out the apartment.

5. APPLIANCES
Your new apartment includes high quality appliances from Fisher & Paykel and Parmco. For the fastest servicing of
appliances, all faults should be directed to the relevant manufacturer’s service department using the contact details
listed below.

Fisher & Paykel
For Fisher and Paykel you can use this link to book a service. You will just need your product item number which is
located on your product manual (left in your kitchen drawer at settlement).
Contact:
User Manual:

Fisher & Paykel https://support.fisherpaykel.com/nz/s/book‐a‐service#item0
https://producthelp.fisherpaykel.com/nz

Fisher & Paykel products
Product

Model

Warranty

Cook Top Electric

CE604CBX2 Cooktop Front Control Ceramic

2 years

Oven

OB60SC7CEX2 Designer Oven Single 7 Function

2 years

Dishwasher

DW60FC2X1 Stainless Steel Dishwasher – Standard

2 years

Washer/dryer

WD8560F1 8.5kg Dryer 5kg Front Loader

2 years

Fridge

Left‐hinged: RF402BLPX6

Sealed system parts 5 years,
Parts and labour 2 years

Right‐hinged: RF402BRPX6

Parmco product
Range Hood

Turbo Pak Plus 520mm S/Steel

7 years (Body Corporate holds
proof of purchase if required
for warranty)

Parmco
Contact:
User Manual:

Parmco https://www.parmco.co.nz/Contact+Us.html
https://www.parmco.co.nz/site/parmco/files/NewManuals/Turbo Pak (T7‐6S‐3, T7‐9S‐3).pdf
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6. SYSTEMS
The following section provides a basic description of the fire alarm, smoke detectors, rubbish, TV connections and data
points, security and intercom systems incorporated in your new apartment. For the fastest servicing of systems, all
faults should be directed to the Body Corporate.

Bathroom and Laundry Exhaust
Your bathroom is fitted with an exhaust fan which is activated by turning the lights on/off in the bathroom and extracts
steam to the exterior of the building. It will continue to operate for 10 minutes after you have switched off the lights.
To ensure the correct operation of the exhaust system you should check air inlets for obstructions and remove dust
build up from the face of the grille with a broom or a vacuum. All laundries are required to be fitted with a condensing
dryer which is plumbed to extract moisture direct to the drain.

Kitchen Exhaust
The kitchen range hood exhaust is expelled externally via ductwork located in the ceiling void.

Phone and Internet Connections
A communication cabinet is in the wardrobe of each apartment and this is where the network devices are located. The
TV signal unit is located here as well.
Chorus has setup the UFB broadband connection within the complex and your home is ready to connect. The Chorus
connection guide included in the appendices of this manual will explain how to select your preferred provider.
7 Hinaki Street has a centralised satellite dish and free‐view aerial which is cabled to the patch panel in each apartment.
All units can access Sky TV and Freeview subject to holding the appropriate subscription. If you are using Free‐view this
can be plugged into the wall immediately.
For Sky you should contact Sky TV who will need to access your apartment for the initial decoder set up and
configuration. Please ensure the appointment for your television technician is set up after you move in.

TV Connection
This is what the TV connection setup will look like on your living room wall.

Power
Genesis has provided the power meters at 7 Hinaki Street. On settlement day, all apartments will have power
connected. However you will need to contact your provider of your choice to setup a power account and ensure your
power remains connected.
The electricity meter for each apartment is in the main supply board located under the stairwell of each building
The switch board for each apartment is located in the hall or entry way of each apartment
There are isolator switches for the following appliances (clearly marked to the appliance they control): Hob, oven,
dishwasher, rangehood, microwave and fridge. All electrical works should be undertaken by a qualified electrician.

Water
Your water is metred and billed individually. There is a wireless repeater that sends the reading directly to Watercare
and the body corporate. Your individual water meter is in your hot water cupboard.
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7. FITTINGS & FIXTURES
Light Fittings
The apartments are fitted with LED downlights (3000k warm white colour) and an exterior LED bulk light. The
downlights are specified with a rated 40,000‐hour life span based on operating for 4 hours (operating life span of 27
years). They come with a 3‐year product warranty and will have to be replaced by an electrician if they malfunction.

Wall Heater
The panel heater is a Serene Serenity S2021 2000KW manual panel heater.
https://www.serene‐ind.com/products/panel‐heaters/serenity‐s2021/

Laundry
It is a requirement of the Body Corporate that laundries are fitted with a condensing dryer, which is connected to the
waste water system.

Carpet
The carpet installed in your apartment’s bedrooms is Godfrey Hirst ‘Windsor Twist’ carpet – colour Mist 0720.
Carpet Style: Cut Pile Twist
Fibre Type: Nylon
Improved Fade Resistance: SDN Fade Resistant
Stain Resistance: Stain block

Painted Surfaces
Quality Dulux paints have been used in your apartment.
Colour: Half Haast
Walls: Dulux Wash and Wear Matt
https://www.dulux.co.nz/products/52M
Ceilings: Dulux Wash and Wear Matt
https://www.dulux.co.nz/products/52M
Skirtings & door frames: Dulux Aquanamel Semigloss
https://www.dulux.co.nz/products/535
Bathroom and Laundries : Dulux Wash & Wear Plus Kitchen & Bathroom Semigloss
https://www.dulux.co.nz/products/52B04912

Inter‐Tenancy Walls
Inter‐tenancy walls are not to be penetrated as this will diminish the acoustic and fire integrity of the walls. If services,
furniture or art is required to be mounted onto an inter‐tenancy wall, please seek advice from the Body Corporate. You
can use adhesive hooks for lighter art‐work.

Kitchen and Bathroom Joinery
The kitchen joinery is made from Melteca. Care should be taken when moving furniture or heavy objects near the
joinery to protect it from denting and scratching.

Bench Top
Your kitchen comes with a Caesarstone 20mm Ice Snow benchtop.

Shower Screens/Mirror
Important Note: Do not remove any silicone caulking for any reason as removal may cause leakages and damage.
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Ceramic Tiles
Your bathroom floor is covered using ceramic tiles. Important Note: Do not remove any silicone caulking for any reason
as removal may cause leakages and possible damage.

Decortile Vinyl Timber Planking
Decortile vinyl timber planking has been used throughout the apartment, except for the bathroom (tiles) and bedrooms
(carpet).

Hot Water Cylinder
Studio Apartments: Model – Main Pressure Electric 312135 (135 litre)
1 & 2 Bedrooms:
Model – Main Pressure Electric 322180 (177 litre)
7‐year warranty on the cylinder / 3‐year warranty on labour for the cylinder
12month warranty on parts & labour

Tapware
Bathroom Tap – HP5142 2273 0037 Hansa Polo Basin Faucet
Kitchen Tap – HP5148 2283 Hansa Polo Kitchen Faucet
Shower Mixer – HP5062 9073 Hansa Polo Shower Mixer

Door Hardware
Door hardware is supplied by Sopersmac.
Important Note: The front entry door to your apartment is a fire rated door and cannot be obstructed or held open.
The closer on the apartment front door is gassed as required under fire regulations. Refer any maintenance of this
closer or the door to the Body Corporate.

8. CLEANING TIPS
The following table provides a summary of cleaning instructions for fixtures and fittings throughout your apartment.
Item
Carpet

Painted surfaces

Kitchen and
bathroom joinery

Kitchen bench top

Care Instructions
Vacuum regularly to remove dust. For spot cleaning liquid spills, immediately remove as
much of the spill as possible. Then use paper towels to blot up liquids, but never rub or scrub
the carpet when cleaning up a spill. Cold water and a sponge can be used to further clean
stains. For more information, visit:
https://www.godfreyhirst.com/nz/carpet/sites/default/files/godfrey‐hirst‐new‐zealand‐
carpet‐guide.pdf
If a mark appears on a finished surface, it can easily be removed by using a damp cloth
(preferably cold water) wiping the affected area and then wiping over with a dry cloth. For
stubborn stains or marks – mild detergent may be used such as Sugar Soap. Avoid using
harsh detergents or solvents as they may cause the paint to dull its colour or sheen. Avoid
using Blu Tac or adhesive tape on painted surfaces as it may leave stains of cause the pain to
flake upon removal.
Wash down with warm water with a small amount of detergent. For best results use streak
free glass cleaner with a soft cloth.
Never use any of the following abrasive cleaners: Jif, Ajax, Chemico, Brasso, oven cleaners,
neat Janola, wire wool, scouring pads, sandpaper. For more information:
https://tinyurl.com/39khktbm (link to pdf download).
Routine cleaning should involve wiping with a damp cloth or sponge with warm soapy water
(mild detergent) or Caesarstone Cleanser. Whilst the product is tough it is not indestructible,
a chopping board should be used to avoid scratches and whilst the surface will tolerate heat
8

Shower
screens/mirror

Ceramic tiles
Decortile Vinyl
Timber planking

Door hardware
Windows
Sliding doors

Balcony powder
coated balustrade

for short periods of time, hot pots from the cooktop should not be placed directly on the
benchtop.
Care Instructions: http://www.caesarstone.co.nz/faq
Rinse glass to remove loose dirt.
Apply mild soap, mild detergent or in extreme cases commercial solvents to glass either by
spraying or using a clean, grit free cloth or sponge saturated with the cleaning solution. Care
should be taken to avoid solvent contact with the glazing sealants, aluminium framing or
other materials that may be affected by solvents.
The glass surface should then be cleaned immediately with generous amounts of clean
water, removing the cleaning solution from the glass. In no case should a blade, scraper,
steel wool, or any other similar tool be applied to the glass surface.
Using a squeegee or a clean lint free cloth, remove the water from the glass surface.
Don’t leave dirt on the splashback for too long. Always use a neutral or alkaline detergent
and rinse afterwards with clean water.
The amount of daily usage will determine how often cleaning is required. Sweep as
necessary with a soft broom. Care must be taken if you use a vacuum cleaner; DO NOT use
vacuum cleaners with ‘beater bars’. Wipe over with a clean, damp mop or cloth, which
should be rinsed frequently in clean water. When necessary, wash with a solution of clean
water and mild detergent e.g. TarkoClean. Rinse thoroughly and soak up residual water. For
additional lustre buff with a dry cloth. Spots, marks and spillages should be wiped up as soon
as possible.
Do not use steam mops, wire or nylon wool scouring pads, furniture polish, spirit‐based
polish, powder or liquid abrasive cleaners, bleach or strong detergents.
Cleaning is recommended with a soft lint free cloth without the use of any chemicals or
abrasive substances.
Use a soft, clean grit free cloth. Use water with a mild detergent and or cleaning solutions
which are recommended glass cleaners.
It is recommended that all glazed sliding door tracks are vacuumed weekly to remove all dirt
and debris from the area. A small soft bristled brush may be used if vacuuming is not
sufficient. If the roller appears to be stiff, Vaseline on the bearing can free up the stiffness.
Surfaces should be washed down regularly to maintain their attractive appearance. Warm
water and a non‐abrasive kitchen detergent can be applied with a soft cloth or soft bristle
brush. Do not use abrasive tools on the coating. Rinse with fresh clean water immediately
afterwards to remove all traces of detergent.

9. WINDOWS AND BALCONIES
Windows, Glazed Sliding Doors
The cleaning of your windows and aluminium window frames is the responsibility of the resident except for external
cleaning of windows that are not adjacent to a balcony. The glazing, framing and hardware require regular cleaning to
maintain its life and appearance.

Balconies and Terraces
The cleaning of the balcony/terrace area is the responsibility of the resident.
Important Note
The balconies have been designed according to Auckland Council guidelines with no drain or downpipes. The balconies
are sloped so that the water intentionally drains directly onto the ground below.
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10.

TROUBLE SHOOTING AND TOP TIPS

From previous experience there are a few areas that cause initial concern for some owners.

Condensation on the bedroom windows in new apartments
This is a common occurrence and nothing to worry about. Newly painted apartments take a few weeks to dry out
properly and in the interim the water can condense on the windows. If you open your windows regularly or even just
release the seals on your windows by partially opening one of the window handles you will allow the air to flow and
assist with the drying process.

Managing rising temperatures over the Summer months
A rise in temperature in your apartment may occur over the summer months. A few pointers to aid in keeping your
apartment cool are listed below.




Natural ventilation is crucial. Open all windows where possible during the day and night. All apartments are fitted
with restrictor stays to ensure safe and secure natural ventilation can take place even when no one will be at
home.
Slide open your ranchslider when home.
In extreme cases a portable fan/air conditioning unit may be useful. There are many air‐conditioning units on the
market, here are 5 possible options you might want to look at:
1. Olimpia Splendid Air Pro 14 Portable Air Conditioner
2. Dimplex Premium Eco Reverse Cycle
3. Delonghi Silent Air‐to‐Air Portable Air Conditioner
4. Olimpia Splendid AirPro 14HP WiFi Portable Aircon
5. Goldair Hot & Cool Portable Air Conditioner

The construction and design of your home will help minimise a rise in temperature. Each apartment has sufficient
shading with balcony overhangs and fins and all windows are fixed with high‐spec glass including Solux‐E and argon gas.
Both argon gas and Solux‐E reduce the amount of heat that passes through the glass while still letting natural light
through, improving the thermal efficiency of your home.
https://agpl.co.nz/solux‐e
https://www.metroglass.co.nz/double‐glazing/double‐glazing‐for‐new‐homes/thermal‐insulation/
The addition of heat pumps has been a point of discussion in the past and we believe the above procedures and design
features is the optimal approach to combat Auckland’s warm Summer months. In our view, here are a few adverse risks
with heat pumps.





Heat pumps require extra piping and condensate drains. To install these units, additional holes need to be drilled
into the building’s exterior which poses risks to the building’s integrity and weathertightness.
External units can be noisy and can cause annoyance amongst neighbours.
They have expensive usage and maintenance costs. Warranty periods can be as little as 5 years and your heat
pump may need to be replaced after your warranty cover has lapsed.
When an external unit is attached to the building facade it can be detrimental to the overall look of the
development if there are differing piping solutions and varying air conditioning units spotted across the body
corporate. This could have a knock‐on effect and bring down the value of your home.

Smell in bathroom drains
Some purchases have reported a smell coming from the bathroom drain after a few months. This may occur if there is
insufficient water in the drain to act as a water trap. You can try filling the vanity sink with water to the top a few times
and pulling the plug to dump the water. Alternatively, you can tip a bucket of water down the drain.
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Loose Toilet Seat
To remove the toilet seat from the toilet bowl, push on the grey button as shown in image one. Take off the metal plate
as shown in image 2. Then, use a screwdriver to tighten the screw. Place the metal plate back and then click the toilet
seat back onto the toilet bowl.
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11.

APPENDICES

A: Body Corporate Rules
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B: Pet Consent Form
Body Corporate TBC

7 Hinaki Street

PET APPROVAL FORM
Owners – you need to complete this application if you wish to have a pet in 7 Hinaki Street. You
cannot bring your pet into the building until you have completed the form and received approval
from the Body Corp Committee.
Please complete all of the sections in this form and return to Chris Newman. Email:
chris@aucklandbodycorporate.co.nz. Postal: Auckland Body Corporate, Bayleys House, 30 Gaunt
Street, Wynyard Quarter, Auckland Central. Please note that the consent of the Body Corp
Committee with regard to your pet will not be considered nor given unless all information
requested has been provided.

Section One: Contact Details
Unit Number:
Owner’s name:
Owner’s contact details:
Email
Phone numbers
If tenanted, owner/property manager
to complete the following on tenants
behalf.
Tenants’ name(s):
Tenants’ contact details:
Email
Phone numbers
Property Manager’s name and contact
number:

Mob:

Ph:

Mob:

Ph:

Section Two: Required conditions for application consideration
I ____________________________________, owner/property manager of unit ________________
agree to the following conditions, should consent be granted:

1. the pet will be supervised at all times on the common property. Dogs will be on a lead and cats
will only be on the common property by prior arrangement or in appropriate cat‐carriers.
2. the pet will be fed, exercised and properly cared for at all times.
3. that arrangements will be made for a ‘pet‐sitter’ or cattery/kennel care for the animal if the
pet‐owner is away overnight.
4. pet‐owners will ensure that their pets visit their veterinarian regularly and are up‐to‐date with
all vaccinations, flea treatments, work treatments etc.
5. should the animal move out or pass away, consent for a replacement must be requested.
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6. should any noise or disruption be reported by other residents, or should any of the above
conditions be breached, consent for a particular pet will be revoked, and the pet‐owner will
have fourteen (14) days to arrange for their pet to reside elsewhere.

Signed: ___________________________

Date: ___________________________

Section Three: Pet details
To be considered suitable, pets need to be:
Dogs
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

No bigger than 20kg fully grown (except where the dog is a guide dog or similar)
A suitable breed for close living quarters
Trained (must be voice controlled)
Of a cat‐friendly and people‐friendly nature
Desexed and vaccinated
Cats

‐
‐
‐

A suitable temperament for remaining in contained quarters all of the time
House‐trained, litter‐box trained
Desexed and vaccinated

Pet Details
Type of animal
Age
Breed
Weight

Name
Gender
Size
Is the animal de‐sexed
and vaccinated?

Management plan:
(How do you plan to
manage toilet,
exercise, access,
noise, company etc.
for your pet in a multi‐
unit property?)
Please attach a recent photo of the pet you are requesting consent for, with the animal’s name,
your name and the unit number written on the back of the photo.
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C: Chorus instructions
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D: Recycling Instructions
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E. Information for landlords – insulation specification
Insulation Specification for Landlord Rental Obligations
All external and intertenancy walls are constructed with 140mm solid reinforced concrete block, insulated with R1.0
insulation and gib lined. All floor slabs (including roof) are 180mm Tray‐dec concrete with 13mm gib ceilings with R1.0
glass wool insulation
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